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In 2012, KPMG, a leading !nancial services and business advisory consultant, listed out

several constraints of public sector undertakings (PSU) in India. The study mentioned: "Of

late, a number of alleged fraud charges and increased public awareness has resulted in an

increased scrutiny of the decisions taken by the central PSUs. It hinders the quick decision-

making process." Three years later, the Union government seems to have taken note of this

predicament of the PSU brass. Speaking at the second India Today Group PSU awards

ceremony on December 14 in Delhi, Union Minister of State with Independent Charge for

Power, Coal and New & Renewable Energy  said that the NDA government

wanted to unshackle PSU executives to enable them to take bold and quick decisions. "The

law ministry has recommended that an amendment is brought to the Prevention of

Corruption Act, 1988 to ensure that mala!de intention is proved before an executive is

prosecuted for any of his or her decision," said Goyal.

Perhaps this approach to empower PSU executives towards achieving the larger goal of

nation-building is already beginning to yield results. Goyal had numbers to showcase as

Coal India produced 32 million tonnes of coal in 2014, more than what it had produced in

four years between 2010 and 2014.

He did not miss the opportunity to take a dig at the media when he said: "Last year,

newspaper headlines screamed about a coal crisis in the country, even predicting shut

down of power plants. And now, see the turnaround."

His colleague and Union Cabinet Minister for Communications and Information Technology

, who was the chief guest at the event, came up with his own success

story of turning around BSNL from one of the biggest loss-making behemoths last year to

earning a working pro!t of Rs 672 crore this year. It had posted an operating loss of Rs 691

crore last year. "When the !rst NDA government left of!ce in 2004, BSNL made a pro!t of Rs

10,000 crore. When the UPA lost power in 2014, BSNL suffered a loss of Rs 8,000 crore. All I

told the top executives was that they have to do it because they could," said Prasad.

The new ratnas of change and growth
The India Today PSU awards recognise the contribution of public enterprises in
steering economic growth and ful!lling social commitments of the government.
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the pro!t posted by -run Reliance Industries.

Starting with !ve central PSUs post Independence with a cumulative investment of Rs 29

crore, the number, today, has grown to more than 250 and the !nancial investments stand at

Rs 9,92,971 crore as on March 31, 2014. Among them, 163 made a combined net pro!t of Rs

1,49,164 crore. In the !rst !ve-year plan, PSUs were envisioned as pillars of infrastructure

building. This was the reason why most of them operated in basic industries such as

railways, posts and telegraphs, among others. The scenario has now changed with PSUs

operating in diverse sectors such as steel, engineering, heavy machinery, petrochemicals,

textiles, manufacturing and pharmaceuticals.
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liberalisation in 1991, the government opened sectors reserved for PSUs to the private

sector, leading to increased competition from domestic private companies and big

multinational !rms. So while several PSUs are posting pro!ts, the NDA government also has

a list of 65 loss-making state-run companies, including Air India and MTNL. Many are

grappling with structural and functional constraints as the KPMG report pointed out. The

lack of a robust appraisal system is reFected in an acute shortage of manpower, with many

PSUs functioning without a full-time head. Political interference and a missing corporate

governance structure have hurt their autonomy and transparency. A study conducted by the

Stakeholders Empowerment Services (SES) among the top 27 listed PSUs this year found

that 25 of them do not meet the criteria for independence of the board, while more than 80

per cent do not have a compliant audit committee and a nomination and remuneration

committee.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, taking a cue from the !rst NDA government which initiated the

disinvestment process to revive and restructure non-performing PSUs, has often said that

the government has no business being in business. Countering questions from india today

journalists, Goyal said that the current NDA government has resisted entering into any new

business. The current government, it is learnt, is putting !nal touches to a policy framework

to sell or revive loss-making PSUs across sectors. This includes formation of a

disinvestment commission, to be tasked with deciding whether a company can be revived

with additional capital funding, whether its !nancial health could be improved by giving

away a part of the stake and control to private investors, or whether it needs to be divested

forthwith.

Finance Minister  has already indicated that the government may not be able to

meet its ambitious target to raise Rs 69,500 crore through stake sales in public sector !rms

this !nancial year in the backdrop of a tepid local stock market and a worsening global

Arun Jaitley
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While non-performing PSUs have often raised the clamour for the government's exit from

business, the signi!cance of PSUs in the growth of the economy has only grown in recent

years. With a sharp decline in private-sector investments over the past few years, cash-rich

PSUs, sitting on an estimated cash reserve of Rs 2 lakh crore, can step up capital

investments. A recent study by the Reserve Bank of India states that capital expenditure in

the private sector shrunk by 27 per cent in 2014-15-a fourth straight year of decline. Not

surprisingly, Jaitley and Chief Economic Advisor Arvind Subramanian have acknowledged

the fact that public spending will have to do the heavy-lifting to revive the economy.

But the relevance of PSUs is not restricted to taking the economy northwards. In a welfare

economy, PSUs are at the forefront of ful!lling the government's social obligation. Goyal

gives the example of Energy Ef!ciency Services Limited (EESL), a venture between PSUs

under the power ministry, which has reduced the market price of LED bulbs by 76 per cent.

"EESL is not making losses but its bigger goal is social welfare. We can meet social

objectives by empowering PSUs," Goyal said.

And that's what the government must focus on-making PSUs more ef!cient, productive and

self-sustainable-to ensure greater social welfare.

Methodology

The India Today Group's study on the Best Public Sector Undertakings (PSU) was conducted

by Marketing and Development Research Associates (MDRA), a premier research group.

PSU banks and state public sector enterprises were not considered in this survey. Eight

award categories (see results) were established considering various dimensions of strategy,

performance and competitiveness. The awards in eight categories were further distributed

in four segments- Maharatna, Navratna, Miniratna (category I & II) and Other PSUs.
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At the !rst stage, parameters to evaluate PSUs on different aspects of performance were

!nalised. Then these parameters and sub-parameters were given different weights. Based

on that, questionnaires were prepared and sent to the PSUs. Out of 160 eligible central

PSUs, 39 submitted their participation forms within the stipulated deadline and were

evaluated. All the data received was backchecked for accuracy of information. In case of

incorrect or insuf!cient data, the PSUs were requested to re-submit the information. In

addition to !ve award-categories based on objective participation form, two categories-

fastest growing and most valuable-were based on open-source data. One category-best

performing-was based on objective and open-source data to make it more inclusive. Based

on the evaluation criteria and respective weights, scores were given to each parameter. The

PSU with the highest score in respective category was declared a winner.

Follow the writer on Twitter @KDscribe
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why isn't this hilited by the media? why can't opposition take note of this that things are

working when they were dying during their rule? Big thanks to minsiters Goyal, Pradhan,

Prasad . You guys mean business and governance.
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